RAILWAY RECRUITMENT BOARD, BHUDANESWAR

Notice on document verification

CEN No. 01/2018 (Posts of Assistant Loco Pilot and Technicians)

RRB Bhubaneswar had started the document verification of candidates against centralised employment notice CEN 01/2018 from 20.06.2018. For the first seven days, the candidates were called as per the ascending order of Roll Numbers of the result which was published on 07.06.2019. This result contained a total list of 3879 candidates which included the following categories of candidates:-

(a) Main list of Assistant Loco Pilot.
(b) Standby list of Assistant Loco Pilot.
(c) Main list of various Technician posts.
(d) Standby list of various Technician posts.

Recently, Railway Board has instructed that the RRBs should give panels for the post of Assistant Loco Pilots on priority as there are large numbers of vacancies for this post. Accordingly, after the first seven days of document verification, RRB Bhubaneswar is calling those candidates for DV who are in the main list of Assistant Loco Pilot.

Hence, such candidates have been called for DV in ascending order of Roll numbers till 27.08.2019 as indicated in serial No. (a) above.

Subsequently, the candidates who feature in the serial numbers (b),(c) and (d) above will be called for DV after 27.08.2019. The date and time of DV of such candidates will be intimated to them through email and SMS. The DV schedule will also be published in the website of RRB Bhubaneswar in due course.

Date: 28.06.2019

Chairman, RRB/Bhubaneswar